
Debt 2 

Irony is defined in the love hate relationship that exists between people and debt. People love debt 

when their loan application has been approved but hate it when the loan repayments overwhelm 

them and consequently drown in debt. As we mentioned last week, debt plays an integral part in 

today’s society and people around the world need debt to help them bridge the cost of goods and 

their actual buying power. But through your approach and debt management it is possible to only 

have a love relationship with debt.  

Besides the obvious management tools such as ensuring you have sufficient funds on a monthly 

basis to repay the debt and being disciplined not to borrow beyond your means, which in itself is 

crucial to avoiding drowning in debt. The underlying issue is the culture of borrowing. People have 

developed a culture of borrowing which inevitably leads them to drowning in debt as opposed to 

and contrary to popular belief; the debt system being the cause of people drowning in debt. In other 

words, it is not the debt system that is bad; it is the culture that has developed. 

It is as if people are incapable of purchasing goods using their own money and must always use a 

credit card or an over draft or a loan or some sort of complicated leverage instrument. And because 

these debt instruments have been made easily accessible, people have over indulged in them 

leading to their own self-perpetuated debt crisis. But to avoid drowning in debt there should be 

some items you purchase using your own money and what those things are depends entirely on you 

and your financial situation but having said that; there is smart debt and there is unnecessary debt.  

Smart debt is debt of items that are considered necessary such as student loans and or debt that is 

used as an investment such as debt to start a business. A house is generally considered smart debt, 

not only for the fact that you need shelter but as well for its ability to appreciate in value. Then there 

is unnecessary debt; clothes, cell phone contracts, eating out using credit cards immediately come to 

mind. And funny enough, more people are financially blacklisted not because of failure to pay their 

mortgage but rather failure to pay their clothing store debt or credit cards. 

Then there is the vehicle; smart debt or unnecessary debt? Well the argument is that a vehicle 

considerably depreciates in value; but what about the value of having your own car; hassle free from 

public transportation and the convenience of transporting yourself; that value is truly priceless. 

Whichever debt you do choose to burden yourself with; make sure it’s smart debt and not 

unnecessary debt. 
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